The Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory (FSMRL) supports interdisciplinary programs in materials research in cooperation with the faculty and students of many university departments. These include: Chemistry; Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering; Physics; Materials Science and Engineering; Electrical and Computer Engineering; Mechanical Science and Engineering; and Nuclear, Plasma, and Radiological Engineering. Several centers operating within the FSMRL provide points of interaction and support collaborations in research involving faculty and scientists from many institutions, including other universities and Department of Energy national laboratories.

Several major central facilities for materials research are operated by FSMRL. These include the Center for Microanalysis of Materials, a DOE User Center that has instrumentation for the nanoscale characterization of the structure and microchemistry of materials, and the EpiCenter for synthesis of a wide spectrum of single crystals, thin films, multilayers, and artificially tailored materials by MBE, CBE, and MOCVD. Other major units are the Computer Facility, Laser Laboratory, Microfabrication Facility, and High-Temperature Facility.

FSMRL also supports a large number of more specialized facilities. Two beamline sectors at the Advanced Photon Source, a synchrotron-based x-ray source located at Argonne National Laboratory, and two beamlines at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory are operated by FSMRL.

Researchers at the University of Illinois, other universities, national laboratories, and industry are welcome to use FSMRL facilities.

Efforts at the FSMRL are focused on interdisciplinary research and include programs supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. Three major programs are metals and ceramics, solid-state sciences, and materials chemistry. In addition, a number of multi-investigator programs are sponsored by federal agencies. Within these programs, major research areas are biomaterials, superconductivity, electronic and transport properties of solids, catalysis, interfaces and properties of modulated structures, organic and polymeric materials, semiconductor physics, theory and computational methods for materials, radiation effects, synthesis and properties of ceramics, lattice defects and deformation and fracture of solids, and mesoscopic materials. These and other programs, which include computation, nanoscience, and engineering centers funded by the National Science Foundation and the Department of Defense, develop from faculty research initiatives within the structure of the FSMRL.
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